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Telehealth Guidelines  

Telehealth is a convenient and wonderful way to access medical care. As we learn to maneuver how 

best to utilize telehealth, we have written a few guidelines that may be helpful to read through prior to 

your first telehealth appointment through our office.    

- Navon Health and Dr. Litov, only use our EHR platform, Jane, to conduct telehealth appointments. The 

reason for this is for extra security and privacy. We do not use Zoom or other video conferencing 

services to conduct personal health care for people.  The telehealth system that Jane has created 

ensures compliance with privacy laws including HIPAA (US), GDPR (EU) and PIPEDA (Canada).  

-  Our system is a one-to-one video telehealth system, so if you need to bring along someone to your 

appointment, you will need to find a way to be together in the same room.   

-  Our webinars or seminars will be able to be conducted on Zoom or Ring Central because we will not be 

sharing personal medical information and can have more than two people on the line at the same time.  

-  No recording of any kind either by the patient or provider is allowed.  

-  Please find a quiet, private, and secure place, with a solid internet connection, to attend your 

telehealth appointment. Remember that if you are near others or in a public environment, even if you 

are using headphones and others cannot hear what I am saying, they can hear what you are saying when 

you are speaking with me, so potentially overhearing your personal medical information. 

-  Please check your server prior to appointment to ensure the technology is working. Occasionally there 

will be some technical difficulties during the appointment. We will problem solve to the best or our 

ability and we will decide together on an alternative plan of action. 

- Please consider similar etiquette as in-person office visits. Multi-tasking may be efficient for some 

things, it is not for health care appointments. Please do not conduct your telehealth appointment while 

driving!!!  Also, please do not join your telehealth appointment while exercising, riding your bike, 

walking in a park or other physical activity. Please do not do basic grooming like putting on make-up or 

shaving, etc. during your telehealth visit. This makes it hard for both of us to focus on the appointment 

and some of these scenarios would be an unsafe environment to conduct a telehealth appointment.   

- Although eating a meal is not optimal during a visit, drinks and snacks are fine.  Again, think about what 

you would do during an in-office appointment.  

- Distractions such as dogs, cats, kids interrupting, deliveries, tv, etc., are understood to be part of the 

landscape of telehealth, so please don’t worry about those sorts of distractions.   

-  Sometimes there is an urgent need during the visit that arises, (like needing to use the bathroom, or a 

family emergency). If that occurs, we can disconnect the appointment and can easily re-connect when 

you are ready.   

Thank you for reading through these general guidelines. We look forward to working with you. 

-  Please look at the list of Home Medical Equipment recommendations list on my website and purchase 

what is appropriate for you and your medical needs. This helps both you and me to track and support 

your health goals.  
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